Introduction	xi
"got into trouble." The whole group sits down with a counselor to
figure out how the situation can best be faced,
With our premarital service we aim to assist engaged couples to
enter marriage with as great a prospect of success as possible, We
do not consider it our function to advise the young people whether
they are qualified to marry or whether they should marry each
other. Usually they come to us a few weeks before the wedding
date, have planned the marriage, and we feel our task is to help
them ensure its success. With this objective we try to teach them
to understand themselves as well as to understand the personality
and temperament of the other person. We aid them in setting up a
budget. We help in preparing them for the sexual adjustment which
will be the first major adjustment in their marriage.
So much research in our field has been published in the last ten
years that it is hard to believe how little was available a generation
ago. There were almost no statistics and definite information on the
subject of love and marriage. From the outset we undertook numer-
ous investigations and surveys of matters we needed to understand
in order to work more effectively with clients.
Where did married couples first meet each other? Most fre-
quently, we found, in school. Second in importance were introduc-
tions by friends and meetings at ordinary social affairs, followed
closely by "business contacts." If young women did not find future
husbands in the educational system and were short of friends, they
were largely limited to marrying men with whom they worked.
How long did couples know each other before they became en-
gaged? About two years in the educated (high school or better)
part of the population; one year of acquaintance was usual with
the less educated.
Where did couples become engaged? Most frequently in an auto-
mobile, the only place in a good many instances a young man could
find sufficient privacy to propose.
How long did the average engagement last? A year among the
educated, six months among those with less education.

